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Abstract—Ransomware attacks are emerging as a major
source of malware intrusion in recent times. While so far
ransomware has affected general-purpose adequately resourceful
computing systems, there is a visible shift towards low-cost
Internet of Things systems which tend to manage critical
endpoints in industrial systems. Many ransomware prediction
techniques are proposed but there is a need for more suitable
ransomware prediction techniques for constrained heterogeneous
IoT systems. Using attack context information profiles reduces
the use of resources required by resource-constrained IoT
systems. This paper presents a context-aware ransomware
prediction technique that uses context ontology for extracting
information features (connection requests, software updates, etc.)
and Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning algorithms for
predicting ransomware. The proposed techniques focus and rely
on early prediction and detection of ransomware penetration
attempts to resource-constrained IoT systems. There is an
increase of 60 % of reduction in time taken when using contextaware dataset over the non-context aware data.
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INTRODUCTION

IoT systems are distinct from others in that they are
ubiquitous, heterogeneous in capabilities, and usually out in
adversarial environments [1]. They are present in Industries,
Medical centers, Smart cars, Smart homes, Smart cities, and
supply chains [2]. Such IoT systems could be susceptible to
multiple categories of attacks like Denial of Service (DoS),
botnets, man in the middle, identity and data theft attacks,
ransomware attacks given the less than the secured or
controlled environment of deployment and quite often limited
security capabilities [3]. Among all those ransomware attacks
could be more impacting owing to attack methodology where
victim systems become unusable until a ransom is paid,
typically have attacker-defined timelines to respond, and can
cause more monetary loss.
Ransomware attacks, one of the malware attacks affect all
types of security issues availability which causes monetary
losses, and sensitive information loss [4]. Crypto ransomware,
locker ransomware, and hybrid ransomware are common types
of ransomware [5][6]. In crypto-ransomware attacks, data files
are encrypted and the decryption key is provided only after
paying the ransom. In locker ransomware attacks, the resources
are blocked and are released only after paying the ransom. In
hybrid ransomware attacks, both concepts of cryptoransomware and locker ransomware are used. BadRabbit,
Petya-Esque, Scareware, Screen Lockers, WannaCry are some

famous ransomware attacks. By using Botnets, Social
engineering, and malvertisement (malicious advertising)
ransomware can penetrate IoT devices [6].
Context information of a typical device includes
individuality, activity, location, time, and relation [7]. The
prediction model has to utilize one or more of these categories
to predict a ransomware attack. Location for tracking target and
source, time for identifying the time of events occurring on the
device, activity to find the set of events that leads to suspicious
activity, relation to identifying the dependency between events,
and individuality to identify the device through unique
characteristics. These features are modeled and used for attack
prediction. The context-aware prediction models can use
different techniques such as graphs, anomaly detection,
classification, clustering, etc.
II. RELATED WORK
AI algorithms are used for cyber defense, malware
prevention, and advanced threat detection or prevention [8].
Machine learning is used to learn about the attacks and predict
them or machine learning for learning attacks and pattern
matching for predicting them [9]. MIT labs developed an AI2
platform to predict cyber-attacks using AI [10]. IoT systems
use AI algorithms for attack and anomaly detection [11].
Support Vector Machine (SVM) model as it is good for
predicting very specific attacks [9]. According to [12] they use
SVM to detect and predict ransomware attacks. SVM is good
for detecting zero-day attacks which are unknown [7][13].
Ransomware in IoT can affect the integrity, confidentiality,
and availability of the system and can cause monetary losses
and loss of sensitive information [14]. In [15] 18 families of
ransomware are studied and developed a model for
categorizing behavioral characteristics, which can be used to
improve the detection of ransomware attacks. [16] uses
weighted KNN machine learning technique to detect and
predict ransomware attacks on software-defined networking.
The author in [17] uses neural networks for detection of
ransomware in Industrial IoT where there is a huge risk.
Context-awareness is achieved by [18] using Context
ontologies and Ontology description logic to get dynamic
context attributes. The author in [19] use known attack context
profiles to detect specific attacks that are relevant to a
particular context and to avoid false-positive alerts. Known
attack context profiles are created using conditional entropy
[20][21]. The author in [22] uses sensor ontologies according
to the semantic needs of IoT solutions. Ontologies can be
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categorized into device ontology, domain ontology, and
estimation ontology. Semantic metadata like context,
description of the sensor, and its configuration provides
contextual information. The proposed paper uses a
classification model using contextual features. Section 2
describes the related work on context-aware ransomware attack
prediction. Section 3 describes the framework and design of
predicting ransomware attacks. Section 4 describes the
implementation and Section 5 shows the comparison of
solutions using with and without context-aware features.
A. Anatomy of a Typical Ransomware Attack on IoT
There has been a significant amount of research on
ransomware threats to the IoT segment [14][15][16]17] and it
offers very significant insights into ransomware penetration in
the area of IoT, attack vectors, methodologies, and few specific
implementation details (like Windows APIs) used for attacks.
From the analysis of previous ransomware attacks on IoT, the
ransomware executes in the following stages:
• Stealth mode where ransomware attacker benefits as
long as the attacked system does not detect
ransomware.
• Suspicious mode where ransomware starts collecting
vital stats required to assess the suitability of specific
targets within the system and starts encrypting or
locking those.
• Obvious mode where attacker and ransomware display
messages to the victim with a chosen mechanism to the
victim.
Predominately Windows-based workstations used in IoT
grids, Proof of Concept on low-end IoT devices (smart bulbs,
smart TV, etc.) are the typical IoT systems that are being
attacked.
Crypto, Locker, and Hybrid are different types of
ransomware attacks [6]. The attack vectors used are Content
distribution, Social engineering, Malvertisement, Downloaders
& botnets, Email phishing, and R-a-a-S (Ransomware as a
service) [6].
The typical flow of successful ransomware attacks shows
certain patterns. Attack made leveraging social engineering
goes through a sequence where the victim is made to download
ransomware, elevate privileges of ransomware and/or current
user, exploit elevated privileges and & locally downloaded
ransomware, establish a connection back to command center to
make victim submit to demands. Another case of a ransomware
attack on network interfaces goes through cyber scanning,
enumeration, intrusion attempt, the elevation of privilege,
perform malicious tasks, deploy malware/backdoor, delete
forensic evidence, and exit.
Other patterns emerging out of existing data are also
pointing to increased integrated fingerprinting as a part of
mounting ransomware attacks. Such fingerprinting is used to
vital data to decide on the usefulness of the content in extortion
schemes, Usefulness of content is seen to be analyzed based on
a multitude of factors like date & times of content creation,
usage of content, location of content in the system, geolocation
data, file extensions, file names & entropy of the content.

Since a significant number of attacks were targeted towards
Windows OS-based IoT endpoints & IoT servers, there are few
studies that leveraged analysis of the Windows APIs used and
traversed during attacks to build prediction capabilities. So far
most promising models are unfortunately based on very highlevel sequences & context, e.g., specific sequences followed by
ransomware attacks on network stack can hold the potential
key to discovering IoT attacks in real-time.
B. Observations and Deductions from Past Studies
One can make three observations based on the analysis and
outcomes of previous studies focused on ransomware attacks
on IoT as below [14][15]:
• This anatomy of a typical ransomware attack on an IoT
system as described in the prior section allows us to
make a safe conclusion that it applies to a very specific
section of IoT devices using Windows OS and hence
use moderately powered CPUs and other resources.
Ransomware attack prediction models built using such
data are also applicable largely to such Windowspowered IoT systems.
• Content & hence content analysis plays an important
role in the current attack landscape to detect victim
system's suitability for exploitation followed by most
suitable contents (files, directories, etc.) to execute one
of ransomware attack technique (encryption, locking,
hybrid).
• Third-social engineering plays a very significant role as
an enabler to fetch ransomware into the victim system.
The use of social engineering needs to factor in a user
being present on the system to intentionally or
unintentionally allows download and installation of
such malware content. Without such a user being
present, the ease of ransomware finding its way to the
victim system reduces greatly.
Contrasting these observations of a type of IoT systems
attacked, capabilities such systems possess, and attack vectors
used with a low-end microcontroller and microprocessor-based
IoT provides us a path forward. Such lower-end IoT systems
could be a very interesting target because of several reasons:
• These systems could provide a much greater period of
stealth and suspicious modes as those typically are
unsupervised or do not have a human operator.
• These systems do control vital and critical nodes,
operations within a grid and hard to pinpoint for fault
analysis given the nature of deployment.
• These systems have tremendous heterogeneity lacking
standard & widely used OS capabilities, underlying
hardware, need to fine-tune ransomware for each such
target system effectively making large scale deployment
hard prospect.
• These systems typically do not store data but rather
used as control endpoint or sensor endpoints, so the
crypto category of ransomware attack does not have
meaningful gains.
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• These systems also provide smaller attack surface
because of limited or none endpoint level user
involvement, social engineering vulnerabilities.
Nonetheless these studies, patterns observed, APIs
leveraged by ransomware can still be used to make some
progress towards ransomware prediction capabilities for lowerend resource constrained IoT devices. Such devices are
expected to be spread in a grid, typically control key elements
in a grid and if attacked can also bring down large industrial
critical infrastructures. It is only to be expected that attackers
would want to leverage ransomware to cripple such groundlevel IoT devices to maximize damage inflicted to scare
victims into paying a ransom.
Segmentation is OSes used in a variety of low-end IoT
systems; varying hardware also does not help much ability to
build a predictive model as it leads to segmentation of data
observed from such systems. One way is to up-level predictive
models from specific APIs and capabilities to allow such
heterogeneity of implementations.
III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Building on the previous section, we aim to provide a
solution for predicting ransomware attacks in lower-end IoT
systems (which has been largely neglected so far) using
context-aware AI algorithms methodologies.
A. Building Context Parameters
Context is further defined considering the following
factors: target IoT systems, deployment vectors, and attack
vectors. Common and specific use cases for target IoT systems
are sensor nodes, controllers to a specific function in the power
grid, valve controllers on the dam, etc. All such use cases
imply that to target specific capability, ransomware needs to
collect information about ports, memory addresses, etc.
More prevalent methods of ransomware deployment like
social engineering, malvertisement, email phishing does not
make any sense to IoT, whereas the following methods can be
leveraged to deploy ransomware to lower-end IoT systems:
content distribution, downloaders & botnets, and Ransomware
as a service (R-a-a-S). Attack Vectors consists of various
events, activities, or APIs associated with the above
deployment vectors including software, firmware update
capabilities (system-specific APIs downloading new firmware
packages and overwrite existing memory contents), connection
requests /traffic in and out of the system on available
transmission protocols (Wi-Fi, BT, etc.), port scanning
(scanning for memory input/output port addresses) and use of
cryptographic APIs & underlying accelerators or software
libraries (typically OpenSSL AES encryption APIs).
B. Scope and Design of the Solution
Further narrowing on the scope of this proposed solution,
attacker's entry attempts into an IoT system via TCP/IP or BTlike protocols is focused. This is in line with the strategy that
prevention is better than cure and in as early stage as possible.
Port scanning, scanning for cryptographic APIs indicate the
attacker is already in the system and for the current discussion
it is beyond the scope.

Context-awareness is achieved using context ontology and
developing attack profiles. The data is provided to the AI
models and the attack is predicted. The design of the solution
includes the following main components: data collection,
Context ontology (for feature extraction), attack context filters,
Classification algorithm (for pre-diction), Result alert. Fig. 1
shows the design components of the proposed solution.

Fig. 1. Design Components of the Solution.

1) Data collection: IoT devices communicate via network
stack, packets are collected using a network tool. Thus,
collected data is used as training data which comprises benign
and ransomware attack traffic. The data set collected from our
testbed is represented in a JSON file format.
2) Context ontology: The collected data is represented
using context ontology which follows logic and structure and
automates the information retrieval. The context ontology uses
the data collected from the data collection unit.
As mentioned above only a subset of known ransomware
attack vectors (content distribution, downloaders & botnets,
and Ransomware as a service) are likely to be used in attacking
a typical industrial IoT. In this study, a context ontology for
specific attack vectors of downloading ransomware or
ransomware infected software images to IoT devices within the
network is designed. The activity context information with
features such as attacker, target IoT systems, and network
events or activity towards downloading ransomware to target
IoT device is built. Similarly, one could develop a context for
using a content distribution like device configuration or
parameters and Ransomware-as-a-service but those are out of
scope for the present study.
3) Attack filters: The activity context information is used
to create attack context profiles for classifier algorithms. The
attack profiles are a set of features that are important to detect
the attack. The feature selection is based on a set of rules
followed to ensure detecting the attack. The feature vector can
be represented using the equation (1):
F = {f1, f2, …, fn}

(1)

Following Fig. 2 illustrates how to build attack filters for
typical ransomware penetration of an IoT device within a
specific IoT network using a download attack vector. Such a
scenario comprises an attacker node attempting to impersonate
authorized software or content distribution entity which would
further attempt to detect possible target IoT devices by doing
ipsweep and port scan for devices listening for software or
content updates. Once such IoT systems are found, an attacker
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node would attempt spoofing as a legitimate content provider
and subsequently compromise IoT devices or devices with
ransomware infected software or content. As these authors
mentioned earlier in this text, detecting and avoiding imminent
ransomware attacks is still the best defense against a
ransomware attack and this methodology achieves the said
purpose.
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we overcome the heterogeneity of IoT devices. Context-aware
dataset saves time to the tune of 60% compared to the nonaware dataset. Table I presents the time taken by the original
dataset and context-aware dataset.
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Fig. 3. Topological view of Typical Industrial IoT Network with Attack
Paths/Vectors and Subsequent Events.

IoT Nod e

Fig. 2. Building Attack Filters of Ransomware Penetration within IoT
Network.

4) Classification algorithm: The feature vectors are fed to
classifier algorithms such as SVM to find the attack and give
an alert as output. SVM modeling algorithm has to find the
optimal hyperplane to classify the data. Optimal hyperplane
maximizes the margin of training data. The training data set is
a set of n elements (xi, yi) where xi is a p dimensional vector,
the definition (2) can be given as smallest ||w|| will be giving
biggest margin,
Minimize in (w, b)

(2)

||w|| subject to yi (w.xi +b) >= 1
(For any i= 1, …, n)
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 3 shows a simplified but typical topological view of a
typical industrial IoT network with attack paths/vectors and
subsequent events. It involves mater node and several endpoint
nodes associated with various data acquisition units. Such an
entire deployment is usually managed by a dedicated server.
As mentioned in the previous section, deployment paths to
build predictive models for determining the probability of
ransomware attacks have been focused. Subsequent events like
port scanning, encryptions, lockouts of data acquisition units
are out of scope for our discussion. Hence our testbed is one
such network where the master node is leveraged to deploy
attacks on endpoints. The master node would typically connect
on TCP/IP or BT interface with its endpoints.
Dataset is collected on the testbed in JSON format. An
ontology tool is used to get context-aware data to develop
attack filters. We used classifier model SVM and training data
with context-aware data and without context-aware data is fed
into the model. It is tested with the test dataset. In this method,

TABLE I.

Experiment

TIME TAKEN BY ORIGINAL DATASET AND CONTEXT-AWARE
DATA SET
Time taken by original dataset and context-aware data set.
Original dataset

Context-aware dataset

1

3 ms

0.9 ms

2

3 ms

0.8 ms

3

2.8 ms

0.8 ms

4

3.1 ms

1 ms

V. CONCLUSION
A methodology to build prediction models for ransomware
attacks on industrial IoTs is developed by focusing on their
specific behavior common to most of such devices to overcome
challenges posed by their inherent heterogeneity. In this paper,
context awareness is used for identifying the most relevant
attack paths, vectors, and resultant events to build more
effective prediction capabilities.
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